“You Don’t Have to Speak Spanish to Communicate With Your Spanish Speaking Workforce”

Are you clearly communicating with your Spanish-speaking employees or are there some barriers? Workplace statistics show that Spanish-speaking employees are hardworking, loyal, intelligent, ready, willing and able. And unfortunately, they also have the highest fatality in the workplace.

According to census statistics, Spanish-speaking workers totaled 38.3 million or about 13% of the total population of the United States in the year 2001-2002. Today’s Latino worker makes up a big part of our nation’s workforce. Statistics show that in states like California, Florida, Texas, Illinois, Colorado and Kentucky Hispanic/Latino workers make up greater than 50% of the workforce. Part of the communication problem shows that some of the primary reasons consist of the cultural gap, poor training and language barriers.

This presentation will look at the issues, challenges and tips and strategies for overcoming communication barriers while working with this ever increasing and valuable Spanish speaking workforce.

Here are some things, which you’ll learn:

- The Importance in Learning About Your Spanish Speaking Workforce (Latino)
- What Are Some of the Safety Problems With This Workforce?
- How Traditions, Values and Culture Create Communication Barriers
- Tips & Techniques to Communicate With Your Latino Workforce
- The Benefits of Working With a Spanish Speaking Workforce
- Tips & Strategies While Training Your Spanish Speaking Workforce
- How To Get Your Employees Involved
- Tips To Motivate Your Spanish speaking Employees

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?
This presentation is meant for anyone who works with, supervises or directs Spanish-speaking employees. This includes Managers, Supervisors, Safety Directors, Safety Coordinators, Human Resource Specialists, Trainers, Risk Managers, Loss Control Representatives, Insurance Company Personnel and any others who are interested in making a positive difference while working with their Spanish Speaking employees.
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